
REGATTA: 

Rules of the competition: 

Competition will be held under the rules of the ISAF 2013-2017 (RRS), this notice for the race, sailing   

instruuctions and notifications of the race committe, international regulations on avoiding a collision of 

vessels, and on the basis of rules specific regulations for offshore competitions. 

Boats 

Regatta starts from D-Marine Mandalina in Šibenik, sailing  yachts we have secured for this regatta are (20 ):                                            

DUFOUR 460 GL (8 + 2); 455 GL (6 + 2) and 412 GL (6 + 2). 

The minimum number of registered individual members of the crew are six (6). 

Suport vessels are optional –selected by the organizer and based on the number of crews. 

Competetion with other vessels is not possible.Use of your own sails and other equipment is not allowed. 

Participation in the race involves: 

Rent, food in restaurant (1x lunch, 3x dinner), 3x berth for the duration of the event, final cleaning of vessels, 

organization of competitions, trophies and promotional clothing for all participants in the contest. 

The coast of fuel and transported to the marina are not included in the price. Parking in the marina 

Mandalina is free . 

Participation – price:  Fee for the „LIONS –ŠIBENIK- REGGATA  2017.“ 

Fee for the boat:    1.100 € 

Fee for the crew:   250 €/ person 

Minimum number of crew members is:  six ( 6) 

Registrations and payment: 

The deadline for applications with confirmation-payment the deposit in the amount of  1.000 €  is : 

25.08.2017, the rest by the end of  25.09.2017. 

At check-in please provide information about the team, fill the annex:  APLLICATION FORM, and return in 

to the email address:  mkrnic1@gmail.com 

For any additional information we are avaible at:  Lion Miroslav KRNIC: E-mail: mkrnic1@gmail.com  

We kindly ask you to reserve the vessel as soon as possible.We aspekt an advance payment in the amount 

1.000€ for the confirmacion of your registration to the bank account of Lions Club Šibenik. 

                     Lions klub Šibenik,Nikole Tavelića 10,Šibenik,Croatia    OIB: 30368518292 

                                IBAN:  HR5424110061100014229         SWIFT: JADRHR2X 

Organizer right: The organizer has the right to change the program and reggata competition. 
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